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Abstract

We present a dimension reduction and feature extraction method for the visualization and analysis of function

field data. Function fields are a class of high-dimensional, multi-variate data in which data samples are one-

dimensional scalar functions. Our approach focuses upon the creation of high-dimensional range-space segmen-

tations, from which we can generate meaningful visualizations and extract separating surfaces between features.

We demonstrate our approach on high-dimensional spectral imagery, and particulate pollution data from air qual-

ity simulations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.6]: Methodology and Tech-
niques

1. Introduction

With increasing computing power and the ability to gather
more and more data via increasingly powerful imaging and
sensor technology, we can generate data sets of ever increas-
ing complexity. Datasets that represent physical phenom-
ena now contain billions of multi-valued, multi-dimensional,
time-varying elements, and are difficult (or impossible) to
analyze by the classical scalar- and vector-field algorithms
commonly used in the visualization community [LC87,
BW01].

In this paper, we address the visualization and analysis
of function fields, a class of high-dimensional, multi-variate
data. Function fields directly arise in applications where
an entire spectrum of values is simulated/collected at each
data point. From hyperspectral imagery to ground cover dis-
tributions, ocean, weather, and air quality simulations, we
find data in which samples do not correspond to collections
of disjoint scalar values, but rather one-dimensional scalar
functions:

F : p ∈ R
n → fp ∈ FI ,

where FI is the set of functions over a closed interval I.
Consider hyperspectral imagery, the structure of which is
depicted in Figure 1; here sophisticated sensors produce im-
ages in which individual pixels correspond to sampled func-
tions of the spectral intensity of visible and infrared light.
Functions are typically represented by a discrete set of m

samples over the functional domain. Furthermore, m is often
large, leading to tens or hundreds of samples per data point.

Figure 1: Hyperspectral images are spatially two-

dimensional, with pixels that are sampled functions of ra-

diance (or reflectance) versus wavelength.
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We approach the visualization and analysis of function
fields by creating range-space segmentations of the function
field data. To begin, we define a similarity metric over the
space of functions. Next, a list of function samples within
the data domain is created – guided by application-specific
knowledge, data statistics, or by directly manipulating a spa-
tial probe. These samples are used to compute a range-space
segmentation of the data. From such a segmentation, we are
able to generate meaningful visualizations, and also extract
separating surfaces between features.

We visualize these range-space segmentations by defining
a set of transfer functions that operate over each segment.
Modifications of the function samples can be used to inter-
actively modify the segmentation of the data, while interac-
tions with transfer functions can be used to interactively gen-
erate meaningful visualizations of the data. These interaction
techniques provide users with the ability to quickly and di-
rectly resolve collisions created by dimension reduction (i.e.,
when dissimilar high-dimensional values map to similar
low-dimensional values). We exhibit a system where feature
segmentation does not rely upon fragile high-dimensional
queries or clustering, and within which users have great flex-
ibility in exploring complex function fields.

2. Related Work

In addition to domain-specific techniques, dimension reduc-
tion, clustering, and query-driven approaches have been used
for the visualization and analysis of function field data. Di-
mension reduction methods project high-dimensional data to
fewer dimensions so that traditional visualization techniques
can be applied; clustering assigns labels to data based upon
some criteria; and queries explicitly segment the data by
evaluating constraints upon the original, high-dimensional
space.

A common approach for visualizing function fields in-
volves casting them as scalar fields, either directly, by treat-
ing the interval I over which a field’s functions are defined
as an extra space or time dimension [ESG97, HAF∗96], or
through local operations. Kao et al. [KLDP02,KKL∗05] and
Luo et al. [LKDP03] use parametric statistics and shape de-
scriptors to describe functions using scalar values. For exam-
ple, a two-dimensional hyperspectral image might be viewed
as a three-dimensional image cube, or as a two-dimensional
scalar field of averaged radiance.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [Jol02] is an ubiq-
uitous dimension reduction technique. For a set of vectors
in m-dimensional space, PCA identifies a set of ordered, or-
thonormal basis vectors. Transforming the data vectors into
a space spanned by the first k < m of these basis vectors
yields a dimension reduction that maximally preserves vari-
ance. PCA has been used to display hyperspectral imagery
by associating components with color channels to produce
color images [TKDO03, JG05].

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) [CC00] may be used to
embed high-dimensional data samples in a low-dimensional
metric space, such that similar samples are close and dis-
similar samples are distant. Once MDS has been performed,
the low-dimensional space may be visualized (e.g., by us-
ing software such as Voromap [PdOMA06], or as by Fang
et al. [FMHC07]) to study the similarity structure of the
original data. Spatial datasets, such as function fields, are
ill-suited to MDS visualization, however, since the original
spatial layout of the data is lost.

Queries have been used to extract and visualize features
within function fields. The general idea of query-driven vi-
sualization is to isolate and analyze spatial regions that
satisfy Boolean range constraints [SSWB05]. Anderson et
al. [AGDJ07] have demonstrated that certain function field
features can be extracted by constructing queries over func-
tion space. Query-driven approaches can be hard to use,
however, due to the experimentation required to success-
fully create a query that extracts the desired feature. Clus-
tering techniques such as k-Means and Vector Quantiza-
tion [AKCM90,Mac67] may also be applied to segment and
visualize function field data, however high dimensionality
can lead to poor clustering results [JMF99].

The extra dimension inherent to function fields can of-
ten be eliminated through domain-specific specialization. In
hyperspectral imagery, for example, each pixel may be col-
ored by integrating the radiance versus wavelength functions
with color matching functions, such as CIE XYZ, which
models the wavelength-dependent response of the human
eye [WS00], or the spectrally weighted envelopes of Jacob-
son and Gupta [JG05]. Furthermore, hyperspectral imagery
can be processed using linear spectral unmixing [SD93] to
estimate the ratios of material within each pixel. Information
theoretic approaches have also been presented to optimize
band selection in spectral images [ABS∗05, SPS07].

Recent work has focused on using distance or similarity
measures to perform dimension reduction of function fields
for visualization. Anderson et al. [AGDJ07] derive scalar
fields from function fields by computing function-space dis-
tance to a “probe” within the data. Fang et al. [FMHC07]
present a similar approach for visualizing time-varying data
from medical imaging sensors using both function-space and
geometric distance measures.

This paper develops a dimension reduction and feature ex-
traction approach based upon range-space segmentations of
the original, high-dimensional function field space. We uti-
lize a function-space metric to define a segmentation of the
range space, coupled with a visualization approach based
upon individual per-segment transfer functions. This ap-
proach provides an intuitive dimension reduction for these
complex datasets, and allows fast interaction methods to be
developed that modify segmentations and visualizations to
better analyze the data.
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3. Range-Space Segmentation

Consider a function-space distance metric || · || such that
|| f − g|| represents the “similarity” of function f to g. Us-
ing such a metric it is possible to project a function field
to an scalar field by comparing each of the dataset’s func-
tions against a known, exemplar function f . The scalar value
at point p with corresponding function fp is defined to be
the distance in function-space between fp and the exemplar
function:

S
f : p ∈ R

n → || f − fp||. (1)

We can extend this approach to produce a range-space

segmentation of a function field. Consider an ordered set of
m function samples M = ( f1, f2, . . . , fm). From such a set,
we can construct multiple scalar fields S fi , one for each func-
tion in M. These fields describe the function space distance
from the function at p to each of the functions in M. Range-
space segmentations are formed by keeping two pieces of in-
formation per point p: first, a classification field value with
the index i of the function fi in M that is closest to fp,
and second, a multi-function scalar distance field value that
stores the distance from fi to fp.

Thus, in the multi-function scalar distance field S∗, the
scalar value at point p becomes the minimal function-space
distance from fp to any function in M:

S
∗ : p ∈ R

n → min
i∈(1,...,m)

|| fi − fp||. (2)

S∗ can be calculated from a set of function samples M either
by computing each scalar distance field S fi and then their
minimum, or by computing the minimum for each point p

sequentially.

We also generate an integer-valued classification field L

that specifies the index of the function in M used to minimize
the value at point p in S∗ (rather than the minimum value
itself):

L : p ∈ R
n → argmin

i∈(1,...,m)
|| fi − fp||. (3)

For example, if the nth probe is used to minimize Equation
(2) at point p, then L(p) = n. Under a Euclidean distance
metric, one way to interpret the value at a point p in L is
as the label of the cell to which fp belongs in the function-
space Voronoi tessellation [Aur91] created by the function
samples.

These two scalar fields, S∗ and L, represent the range-
space segmentation of the function field formed by the set
of function samples M. Before turning to direct visualiza-
tion and feature segmentation, however, we must discuss two
important aspects of the segmentation construction process:
what similarity metric to use, and how to choose function
samples.

3.1. Similarity Measures

Our approach is very flexible with respect to the distance
metric used to create the range-space segmentation. To ob-
tain results, the distance metric simply needs to reflect a
measure of similarity between two function-space samples.

An example of a general, function-space metric is the
weighted Euclidean metric. Given a function f defined over
a closed interval I, the weighted Euclidean metric is defined
as:

|| f || =

(

Z

I
w(x) f (x)2

dx

)
1
2

, (4)

where w(x) is a weight function. If f is defined discretely
– i.e., represented by a sequence of m points ( f1, f2, ..., fm),
the metric is defined as:

|| f || =

(

m

∑
i=1

wi fi
2

)
1
2

, (5)

where (w1,w2, ...,wm) are a set of weights. We measure
the distance between two functions f and g by calculating
|| f −g||. An interesting note is that if the weight function (or
vector) is constant, then the segmentation produced by mul-
tiple function-space samples under this metric corresponds
to a Voronoi tessellation [Aur91] of the range-space.

We have applied the above metric over hyperspectral im-
agery and particulate pollution data with good results (Sec-
tion 4). However, in these and other application domains
the choice of distance metric will lead to different range-
space segmentation results. In addition to weighted Eu-
clidean, other commonly used metrics in the context of sam-
pled functions include Earth Mover’s Distance [RTG98],
and Chang’s spectral distance metrics [Cha00]. Cox and
Cox [CC00] also suggest a number of additional metrics.

3.2. Function Samples

In order to create a range-space segmentation, the user must
specify a set of function samples M. In some situations,
users might have meaningful exemplar functions a priori in
the form of “test sets.” An example is in the domain of hyper-
spectral imagery, where it is likely that analysts already have
a list of reflectance functions corresponding to known mate-
rials (i.e., a spectral library). Other domains are also likely
to have their own “known” function signatures, and our ap-
proach fully supports this type of foreknowledge.

In our software implementation, we provide the user with
flexible controls to specify the function samples, including:

• functions from test sets,
• analytic functions,
• hand-drawn functions, and
• functions derived from the data under various distribution

statistics.

c© 2009 The Author(s)
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In addition, we allow users to specify function samples
through an interactive spatial probing process. A probe is
a user-specified point in the data domain p ∈ R

n, controlled
by a full space cursor [NDRO87]. The function sample as-
sociated with the probe is the function fp at the point p in
the function field.

3.3. Visualization

Range-space segmentations are effective vehicles for pro-
ducing direct visualizations of function field data. A segmen-
tation is the combination of a distance field and an integer-
valued classification field, both of which are scalar fields
in R

n. We can apply traditional scalar field rendering tech-
niques, largely unchanged, upon a range-space segmentation
to produce images of two-dimensional function fields and
volume renderings of three-dimensional fields.

In the case where the segmentation is created by a sin-
gle function sample – i.e., m = 1, the user can directly as-
sociate colors with scalar values in the distance field as
done by Anderson et al. [AGDJ07]. For volume rendering,
where a color’s opacity is important, users are able to mod-
ify an opacity function as part of the transfer function. We
use 1D transfer functions during volume rendering, but two-
dimensional [Lev88], multidimensional [KKH05], and lo-
cal [LLY06] transfer functions may be applied to emphasize
local structures.

Most often, however, the range-space segmentation will
be derived from multiple function samples. To visualize
non-trivial segmentations we turn to the classification field.
We associate a transfer function with each of the m func-
tion samples to create an ordered list of transfer functions
T = (t1, . . . , tm). During rendering, the classification field
value at p determines the transfer function tL(p) used to color
the scalar value at p in S∗:

color(p) = tL(p)(S
∗(p)).

Geometrically, we associate a different transfer function
within each “cell” defined by the range-space segmentation.
Figure 2 illustrates this rendering approach, in which a point
p is shaded using the transfer function associated with the
nearest function sample to fp.

3.4. Feature Segmentation

Range-space segmentations facilitate the construction of
segmenting surfaces between feature regions in two and
three dimensions. The key to producing segmenting surfaces
in our framework is to perform surface extraction over the
classification field L. Recall that integer values in the clas-
sification field encode the range-space segmentation “cell”
membership for each point, as defined by the similarity met-
ric and the current function samples (Equation 3). Thus,
surfaces that partition the classification field into homoge-
neously labeled regions correspond to boundaries between
function-space features.

Figure 2: Our approach creates a Voronoi-like tessellation

of the function field range space (i.e., space of functions).

Each “cell” of the tessellation is assigned its own colormap

for visualization. The color of a point p is determined by the

location of its corresponding function fp within the range-

space segmentation.

For a range-space segmentation constructed from two
function samples, the classification field will be a binary la-
beling of the function field domain. We can extract the seg-
menting surface(s) between features by performing isosur-
facing with an isovalue of 0.5. Algorithms such as Marching
Cubes [LC87] can be used to extract a surface representing
the set of points I with a constant isovalue v through a the
classification field – i.e., I : {x|L(x) = v}.

In more complex cases, where the classification represents
a segmentation derived from three or more function sam-
ples, segmenting surfaces can be extracted using one of var-
ious multi-label segmentation algorithms. Examples include
multi-label Marching Cubes methods [HSSZ97, WJMS03,
BL03], Dual Contouring [JLSW02], or the method of Niel-
son and Franke [NF97] on an implicit tetrahedrization of the
rectilinear domain.

4. Results

Function fields arise in many application domains. In this
section we discuss the results of our method across multiple
datasets: hyperspectral imagery from the domain of remote
sensing, and simulated particulate pollution data.

4.1. Hyperspectral Imagery

Hyperspectral imaging systems are used in remote sensing
for a broad range of applications, including environmental
studies and military preparation. Each pixel in a hyperspec-
tral image contains data for multiple spectral channels (in-
stead of only grayscale or RGB), thus allowing more in-
depth image analysis. The Airborne Visible InfraRed Imag-
ing Spectrometer (AVIRIS) [VGC∗93] is aircraft-mounted
and acquires calibrated 614x512 images of up-welling spec-
tral radiance. In AVIRIS images each pixel consists of 224

c© 2009 The Author(s)
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Incremental construction of range-space segmentations.

PCA

VQ Clustering

Figure 3: Visualizations of a hyperspectral image of Moffett Field and the San Francisco Bay. The leftmost set of images shows

the construction of a range-space segmentation with 1, 2, 3, and 4 probes. On the right are images generated by mapping PCA

components to RGB (top), and by Vector Quantization (VQ) clustering (bottom).

radiance (or reflectance) samples over visible and short-
wave infrared wavelengths, yielding an image size of ap-
proximately 270 megabytes.

The leftmost images of Figure 3 show the incremental
construction of a range-space segmentation for a hyperspec-
tral image of Moffett Field and the San Francisco Bay. The
probes, and their associated transfer functions, were interac-
tively added in the following order: 1) over water with func-
tion (black-to-white), 2) on a golf course with
function (green), 3) on a building with func-
tion (red), and 4) over evaporation ponds con-
taining brine shrimp with function (blue). Be-
cause segmentation is done in the original spatial and func-
tional domains, users can track particular features of inter-
est while still “managing” unknown features with tentative
function samples and transfer functions. It is often the case
that the context provided by the initial distance field visual-
ization helps the user identify and segment addition features.
Furthermore, spatial coherency in the function field helps
our visualizations to remain relatively stable when adding
and changing function samples by probing.

In the upper right image of Figure 3 we show the result
of applying PCA over the hyperspectral image for visual-
ization [TKDO03, JG05]. Here, individual dimensions are
mapped to RGB color channels after the PCA transform; we

have used the mapping (P4,P5,P6) → (R,G,B). Unlike our
method, PCA requires an expensive preprocess of the data
and is a “static” dimension reduction. The only choice in
PCA visualization is the set of principle components to con-
sider. This can be difficult: we found (P4,P5,P6) to be the
first set of components that produce an image not dominated
by noise, and cycling through additional sets of components
leads to little additional insight into the data.

We also compare our approach to clustering. The bottom
right image of Figure 3 shows the results of applying Vec-
tor Quantization (VQ) clustering [AKCM90]. We have clus-
tered the first 10 components from a PCA transform of the
hyperspectral image into four clusters; clustering over all
224 dimensions in either the original or PCA transformed
data produces an extremely noisy clustering. With the cor-
rect settings and preprocessing, clustering is able to capture
similar features to our method (e.g., the brine shrimp ponds
in the image), because both are based upon a segmentation
of function range-space.

4.2. Particulate Pollution

Time-varying, three-dimensional particulate pollution
datasets used for air quality research often take the form
of function fields. In the datasets we consider, each cell
contains a sampled function of particle concentration

c© 2009 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: Data layout of three-dimensional, time-varying

function field from particulate pollution simulations. Each

cell contains a sampled function of aerosol particulate con-

centration versus diameter – an important factor in toxicity.

versus diameter as depicted in Figure 4. This functional
dependence is crucial, because both concentration and
size are crucial factors in the toxicity of aerosol particles.
The first dataset (National) is a 148x112x19 grid of par-
ticulate H2O concentration over the continental United
States. The second dataset, from the California Regional
Particulate Air Quality Study (CRPAQS), is a 185x185x15
grid of particulate SO4 concentration throughout the San
Joaquin Valley, California, U.S.A. Each dataset contains
cell-centered, 9-sampled functions of particle concentration
versus diameter, over 25 timesteps. The CRPAQS dataset
is approximately 450 megabytes, and the National dataset
is approximately 260 megabytes (much larger than scalar
fields with similar spatial extents).

Important to our method is that by using multiple probes,
and simple transfer functions, users are able to create ren-
derings that meaningfully highlight different aspects of the
same dataset. Figure 5 shows H2O concentration from the
National particulate dataset rendered over multiple timesteps
using two probes. In both (a) and (b), the first probe, with a
black-to-white transfer function, is located over central Mex-
ico, and corresponds to low H2O concentration. In (a), the
second probe, with a rainbow transfer function, is located
in an area of low to moderate moisture in the United States
mid-west. In (b), the second probes is placed in an localized
area of functions with high total moisture content.

Our method also provides flexibility in the visualization
and segmentation of time-varying function fields. In time-
varying fields, probes become points in R

n × T. In Fig-
ure 6(a), we show a direct visualization of the range-space
segmentation created by three function samples in different
timesteps for the CRPAQS dataset. The first probe is located
outside of the central San Joaquin valley and has low to-
tal SO4 concentration. The second and third probes, how-
ever, are located at the same spatial position, but at different
points in time. The second probe with a red transfer function
is in timestep 0 and corresponds to function of high total SO4

concentration. The third probe with a blue transfer function

Table 1: Timings for range-space segmentation creation.

Dataset S S∗ Total (ms)

Hyperspectral Imagery 80 16 336

H2O Aerosol (National) 20 11 51

SO4 Aerosol (CRPAQS) 27 23 104

is in timestep 18 and corresponds to moderate SO4 concen-
tration. Figure 6(b) shows a closeup of the direct visualiza-
tion produced by the range-space segmentation. In 6(c) we
highlight feature segmentation: multi-material surface ex-
traction as described in Section 3.4 is used to extract bound-
aries between spatial regions with functions having high,
medium, and low total SO4 concentration.

4.3. Performance

The techniques presented herein are best utilized in an in-
teractive setting, where operations such as changing func-
tion samples, creating segmentations, and deriving new vi-
sualizations are rapidly realized. We have performed test-
ing on an Apple MacBook Pro notebook computer (2.33
GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2 GB memory, and an ATI
Radeon X1600 graphics card). For the datasets considered
our method is interactive.

Table 1 shows timings in milliseconds for the generation
of the segmentations used in Figures 3, 5, and 6(b) (four,
two, and three probes, respectively). The column S lists
the time required to generate one single-function distance
field (Equation 1). The S∗ column lists the time required to
combine all distance fields into a range-space segmentation
(Equations 2 and 3). The totals listed reflect the time required
to fully generate a new segmentation: i.e., to generate each
single-probe field and combine them into a multi-probe field.
Often, however, end users will experience far less latency.
When the user modifies a function sample (for example, by
repositioning a probe), they only modify one of the m dis-
tance fields, which the remaining m − 1 fields remain un-
changed. Thus, the latency experience by users when chang-
ing a single function sample will be S +S∗ from Table 1.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a range-space segmenta-
tion framework for the visualization and analysis of function
field data: one of the myriad of possible data types that can
populate the variables in a multi-dimensional, multi-variate
dataset. The presented methods increase our capacity to vi-
sualize these complex fields, and help us gain new insight
about the data. Future work will focus upon generalizing and
extending our approach to other types of multi-variate data.
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(a) Broad region of moderate moisture functions (b) Localized region of high moisture functions

Figure 5: Volume renderings produced from range-space segmentations of the National H2O particulate concentration dataset.

By using multiple probes, and simple transfer functions, users are able to create renderings that meaningfully highlight different

aspects of the same dataset.

(a) Time Probes

(b) Volume Rendering (c) Feature Segmentation

Figure 6: Range-space segmentation of the CRPAQS dataset using multiple probes in different timesteps: the first two probes

are in timestep 0, while the third probe is in the last timestep. In (a) we use these probes to visualize the movement of high (red)

and moderate (blue) SO4 concentration features over time through the San Joaquin Valley. In (b), we show a closeup of the first

timestep, while (c) shows the segmentation of high, moderate, and low concentration regions.
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